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INTRODUCTION
Good housing choices knit communities and cities together. They offer people the option to
live and work where they wish, match housing options to their lifestyle and family needs, and
the comfort of having the security of a good home.
Getting this right matters because people need housing choice and affordable options as they
move through life.
Access to housing in the right location opens up economic opportunities for individuals and
families.
It also improves our cities by connecting housing and work to underpin liveability, productivity
and the diversity of our communities – as well as keeping our economy strong.
We also know strong household balance sheets and a strong housing industry underpin so
much of our prosperity.
The Property Council of Australia’s 10-point plan for housing affordability identifies solutions
needed to ensure homebuyers are not locked out of the market.
The ability to create strong and stable housing markets that foster greater housing choice is
dependent on the right policy settings.
We look forward to partnering with policy makers and leveraging our substantial research
and industry knowledge to improve housing affordability.

Ken Morrison
Chief Executive
Property Council of Australia

“Improving housing
affordability is a
key policy goal
for the Australian
Government”
Treasurer Scott Morrison
January 2017
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Getting this right matters because:
• people need housing choice and affordable options as
they move through life.
• access to housing in the right location opens up
economic opportunities for individuals and families.
• connecting housing and work reduces congestion and
boosts the productivity and liveability of cities.
• cities need diverse communities and a mix of workers
to keep their economies strong.
• strong household balance sheets and a strong
housing industry underpin so much of our economy.

The property industry underpins the $6 trillion in value that comprises Australia’s housing markets.
We create the stock: the new housing to own and rent, as well as specialist housing like seniors living
and student accommodation.
The industry is also inherent to the success of our cities – creating and owning most of the spaces
where we live, work, shop and play.
The property industry has a long-term stake in the health of our cities. We are keen to see them thrive
as appealing places to live and work. Strong and stable housing markets are a core element of good
cities. We want our cities to succeed and foster greater housing choice for people.
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THE CONTEXT
There is a growing recognition among policy
makers that housing affordability matters – and
that more policy levers need to be pulled to
improve it.
The Commonwealth has identified housing
affordability as a burning platform that requires
attention leading into the Federal Budget and
beyond.
And state and territory governments are
progressively grasping the need to bring new and

urgent solutions to the table to give homebuyers
a greater shot at the Australian dream.
The renewed focus from political leaders is very
welcome. Now we need to ensure policies are
put in place that target the actual problems, do
no collateral damage and convert the positive
conversation into concrete plans for action.
A mix of supply and demand side solutions – set
within a coherent framework – is needed.

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY DEFINED
Housing affordability spans a diverse range of
concepts, measures and metrics.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this
analysis:

In short, affordability means enabling people to
make a housing choice that suits their needs
– regardless of whether it involves renting,
ownership or having options as they age.

• The imminent challenge is not servicing
mortgage requirements – the proportion of
household income required is the same as in
2004

There are many possible ways to measure
housing affordability. We have chosen four:

• Nor is the challenge one of rental cost, where
growth has largely kept pace with incomes.
If anything, this measure demonstrates the
importance of adequate rental supply under
existing tax policy to meeting the housing
affordability challenge.

1. How expensive is housing in relation to a
person’s income?
2. How easy is it to bridge the ‘deposit gap’
when saving to buy a home?
3. How easy is it to service a mortgage on a
home?
4. How expensive are rents in relation to a
person’s income?
The following charts developed by CoreLogic in
the Housing Affordability Report 2016 highlights
these four affordability metrics over time to
better define the housing affordability challenge
for policy makers.
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• The housing affordability challenge is one of
buying a home, not paying off a mortgage or
renting.
Measures to ease the cost of buying a new home
and bridging the deposit gap need to be the
key focus of policy makers to address housing
affordability.

NATIONAL PRICE TO INCOME RATIO
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Average dwelling prices were 6.9 times
average wages in 2016 – 15 years ago the
ratio was 4.3 times.
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In 2001 it took 85.9% of an average
household’s annual income to pay the
deposit on an average home. By 2016 this
had risen to 138.9%.
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The challenge of servicing a mortgage
for an average home is broadly the same
as it was in 2004- approximately 37% of
household income.
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Renters spend 29% of their household
income on rent in 2016, with little change
over the previous decade and real rents
now in decline.
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Source: CoreLogic (2016)
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“The supply-side
has had trouble
keeping up with
strong population
growth, housing
prices are still
rising quickly.”
Phillip Lowe, Governor, Reserve Bank
February 2017
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DRIVERS OF RISING HOUSE PRICES
Over the past 30 years, Australian housing prices
have increased on average by 7.25 percent per year.

increase in underlying demand exceeding the
supply of new dwellings.

In the short run, cyclical factors can play a
significant role in driving house price growth.
Monetary policy and stability of employment
has an especially strong effect on the housing
market, both in the established market through
higher activity and in the new dwelling market by
encouraging investment.

When compared with a range of underlying
demand estimates, the number of new dwelling
approvals makes clear that over the past decade,
the supply side has been slow, or unable, to
respond to the significant increases in underlying
demand.

Low inflation together with historically low
interest rates and increased competition in the
mortgage market ease mortgage serviceability
constraints. This drives high levels of demand in
certain housing markets, and pushes up housing
prices above the level of inflation.
Strong economic performance and strong
population growth in Sydney and Melbourne
means this pressure is much more prevalent
than other markets in Australia.
The impact of increased demand on the price
of housing depends on whether the volume of
supply is able to meet this demand.
However housing supply is lagging and cannot
respond quickly to market signals, reflecting
the complexity of the planning process,
development approvals and infrastructure
funding arrangements, before construction can
even commence.
From the 2000s, strong population growth –
coupled with smaller households – led to an

The significance of this is made clear by the
recent increases in higher density housing and
lower growth of those prices relative to detached
housing, whose supply has been less responsive.
Government policies that influence the supply
response therefore have an acute impact on the
cost of housing.
Ensuring that the supply of new housing and land
is sufficient to meet demand is an urgent challenge
as, even with record levels of housing approvals,
there remains a significant deficit in housing.
Even with record levels of housing approval,
there remains a significant deficit in housing
Building enough homes to keep up with our
growing population – particularly in our big cities
– is central to addressing housing affordability.
The role of supply supporting housing affordability
is best illustrated by the response of Melbourne
and Sydney to strong population growth.
ROLLING SURPLUS DEFICIT

SUPPLY VS DEMAND VS PRICE INDEX
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THE TALE OF TWO CITIES
Why are average Melbourne house prices 30% cheaper than those in Sydney?
Same interest rate environment. Same negative gearing and capital gains tax policies.
Same proportion of investors in the market, and the same numbers of foreign purchasers
of newly constructed housing.
While Sydney is the slightly bigger city, Melbourne has been growing faster. Over the last
10 years to 2016 Melbourne has added 832,124 people, while Sydney added 703,407. In the
year to 2016 Melbourne’s population grew by 91,593 people, while Sydney went up
by 83,309.
So why is the average home in Melbourne just $566,000, but $785,000 in Sydney?
The answer is supply.
Put simply, Melbourne has been far better in planning for and delivering new housing than
Sydney for nearly two decades.
HOUSING APPROVALS IN SYDNEY AND MELBOURNE
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Melbourne is far from perfect. But this tale of two cities points to the power of housing
supply in addressing housing affordability.
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“We are a nation
that can no longer
house its own
children.”
Shadow Treasurer Chris Bowen
September 2016
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THE AFFORDABILITY CHALLENGE
The challenge of housing affordability is complex but, at its core, it is also a story of demand and supply.
To address this challenge, it is critical that we understand why supply is constrained and what
variables influence demand.
Only then can policy responses be developed.

SUB PAR SRATEGIC PLANNING
Failure of strategic plans to account for their population
trajectory in major cities.

AD HOC DEVELOPER FEES & CHARGES
Ad hoc and inequitable infrastructure charges are baked
into the cost of new housing

TAX TREATMENT OF HOUSING
The mix of taxes – on land acquisition by developers,
infrastructure and other statutory charges during
development, land tax over the development cycle and
charges on the final purchaser – are all baked into the
cost for homebuyers.

INADEQUATE ZONING OF LAND
Limited capacity in city strategies and local statutory
plans to deliver inner city density, middle ring urban
renewal and new greenfield land development.

COMPLEX PLANNING SYSTEMS
Slow development approval processes and outdated
rezoning processes constrain the supply response.

SLOW PACED REFORM
The pace of planning reform to support housing
affordability is lacklustre with a need to increase the pace
and depth of reform.

SUPPLY SIDE PROBLEMS

MEETING THE AFFORDABILITY CHALLENGE
DEMAND SIDE PROBLEMS
INCREASING TRANSACTION COSTS
Transaction costs lead to an inefficient allocation of
stock, create barriers for new entrants and locks people
into inappropriate housing.

GROWING DEPOSIT GAP
Property prices are surging and it is becoming
increasingly difficult to save for a deposit considering
minimal household income growth.

DEMAND FOR HOUSING OPTIONS
Potential home owners and renters are increasingly demanding choice in size, location, proximity to employment and
amenity. Renters are also demanding long-term rental solutions to provide housing security.
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DO NO HARM
Policy makers need to settle on real solutions that will both unlock opportunities now to improve
access to housing, but also position markets to function better over the cycle – and respond to the
long-term growth of our cities.
That’s why a ‘no-harm’ approach needs to underpin any response, and the reach for quick fix answers
avoided- in particular, policies which reduce housing supply and make the affordability situation
worse.
We urge resistance to:

New taxes

Deflecting responsibility

Flying blind

Compromised planning

Regulatory creep

like ones on foreign investment or radical
changes to negative gearing – that purport to
help with affordability, when in fact they act as a
tax on investment and supply.
where different tiers of government fail to
work towards a singular plan and don’t take
responsibility for outcomes.
where the mere act of legislative or regulatory
change is seen as an end in itself, rather than
focusing on the outcomes that need to be
achieved.
where policy decisions are made without
understanding the true state, dynamics and
drivers of housing markets due to an absence of
informed data.
where incremental additions to the process of
producing housing are viewed in isolation, not
through the lens of a collective cost.
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1

CRANK UP HOUSING SUPPLY,
DIVERSITY AND CHOICE
Cities require good strategic plans that map and service growth and
deliver the right volume and diversity of housing choice.
Strategic plans for each of our capital cities should be reworked to meet
the latest population forecasts outlined by Infrastructure Australia.
They should include an identified and sustainable pipeline of land –
serviced by infrastructure – across new release areas, urban renewal
sites and appropriate existing suburbs. Rolling annual targets should be
set, and transparent reporting on progress is required.
This also requires fine-grain work by local councils through contemporary
and market-sensitive planning controls to deliver housing choices.
And depoliticising the development approvals process will ensure projects
are judged exclusively on their merits.

2

MAKE HOUSING CHEAPER TO
PRODUCE
Government taxes, charges and regulatory costs can add up to 50 percent
to the cost of new housing.
The mix of taxes – on land acquisition by developers, infrastructure
and other statutory charges during development, land tax over the
development cycle and charges on the final purchaser – are all baked into
the cost for homebuyers.
But regulatory measures add to pricing too.
Charges incurred through the planning process, compliance costs for
regulation and holding costs due to slow planning approvals all increase
the cost of new housing.
Governments should measure the collective costs its own rules impose on
housing production and set clear targets for progressively easing
the burden.
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3

INCENTIVES TO SPUR REFORM
Competition policy can anchor reforms to housing markets and planning
systems needed to drive a sea change in the time and cost of housing
production.
An incentives-based approach between the Commonwealth, state,
territory and local governments can be used to prioritise reforms that will
unlock supply. Research shows a $3 billion annual boost to GDP from
improving housing and planning systems.
Under a new incentives model, states and territories would receive
incentive payments to reform their planning systems, turbocharge
housing supply pipelines and deliver affordable housing solutions.
Backed by a clear set of targets on system design and performance, the
model can remove the regulatory barriers that block new housing.
The mix of measures can include:
• reforming legislative and regulatory regimes that demonstrably
improve the efficiency of planning systems
• clear outcomes that reduce housing costs, including rezoning and DA
approval times, and land servicing costs
• market-based measures such as median house prices and the
proximity and mix of housing to jobs and infrastructure

4

BRIDGE THE DEPOSIT GAP
Keystart is a Western Australian program that provides low deposit home
loans for owner-occupiers looking to access the market where other
lenders cannot provide assistance. Over 85,000 people have used it to
secure homeownership.
Through a strict risk assessment of rental and employment history, as
well as other criteria, Keystart has a proven record of financial stability,
defaults below the market average and allowing borrowers to migrate to
conventional bank loans.
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5

REMOVE BARRIERS TO
DOWNSIZING
Giving people more housing choices as they age allows them to remain
independent for longer, as well as reduce demand for aged care services
funded by government.
We can do a better job of both building more supply that is fit-for-purpose
as well as removing the financial barriers that discourage people to
rightsize when their family home becomes too hard to maintain and no
longer meets their needs.
Changes are needed to state and local planning schemes to make it easier
to provide a strong supply of purpose-built and affordable retirement living
choices, particularly in areas of high demand.
We can also encourage pensioners to downsize by quarantining a portion
of surplus cash from the pension eligibility assets test. Easing the path for
people in retirement villages also reduces the call on aged care services.
People living in retirement villages access aged care five years later than
those who don’t.
And for those not choosing dedicated retirement villages, removing the
disincentive of stamp duty can help seniors to downsize – as well as free
existing housing stock for young families.

6

DON’T PLAY WITH NEGATIVE
GEARING
The private rental market is underpinned by investors – with over 2 million
Australians doing so. And investors help move projects from concept to
construction.
Negative gearing and the capital gains tax discount are essential
components of the private rental market, as well as rational tax policy.
Retention of negative gearing – and carefully canvassing any changes to
the capital gains discount – are essential to the continual supply of rental
accommodation.
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7

MORE CHOICE FOR RENTERS
We also need to bring new product into the market to meet the growing
appetite for affordable rental housing, particularly for key workers.
Targeted incentives can help induce institutional-scale capital into
affordable rental housing to accelerate investment in new stock.
Alongside existing proposals like the use of bonds to improve the financing
of existing affordable housing providers, we can start to close the supply
gap and in doing so, ease the pressure on government balance sheets.
New models of ownership also pave the way to the introduction of longerterm tenancies.

8

LOCATION MATTERS
There is consensus on the value of the ’30-minute’ city – the concept of
living within closer range to jobs, good transport and essential services.
It is inherent with the Smart Cities Plan and has been previously endorsed
by the Labor Opposition.
The proposition makes sense as it means people spend less time on
lengthy commutes and more time with their families and friends.
Delivering on the notion means building up densities, particularly around
key transport hubs and corridors – as well as close to services like
schools and child care.
Design innovation can enhance the mix of housing stock, as well as good
built form and open space outcomes.
It can also underpin the emergence of new economic hot spots to spread
employment opportunities across our cities and continued investment in
infrastructure will link existing markets.
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9

PHASE OUT STAMP DUTY
Stamp duty remains a substantial hurdle to homebuyers – as well as a
drag on the broader economy.
Stamp duty is a handbrake on transaction activity and locks people into
housing which is not appropriate for their needs.
Stamp duty costs have escalated up to 795 percent across the states over
the past 20 years, with some states doubling revenue in the past five years
alone. Average bills exceed $50,000 in major capital cities like Sydney and
Melbourne.
Stamp duty needs to be targeted for progressive removal as part of
broader plans to improve the efficiency of the tax system and boost
economic growth.
But above all, its removal will make it easier for people to crack the
housing market.

10

MEASURE THE MARKET
Governments need to be informed as they make choices about sound
housing policy. The former National Housing Supply Council served a
crucial role in mapping supply, demand, affordability and other essential
metrics prior to its abolition.
Improved data collection and monitoring on housing markets will lead to
better long-term policy development.
A small allocation of $2.3 million is need to revive the National Housing
Supply Council so it can capture, scrutinise and map housing markets.
Comprehensive understanding of market performance and its response to
policy choices will also help underpin success from an incentives-based
model to fixing supply pipelines and housing choice.
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Addressing the supply gap will take time and require
constant vigilance from political leaders.
But what can be done now to address the housing
affordability challenge?
There are steps they can take now to help homebuyers
and set in train solutions that will deliver a continual
dividend. Priority actions include:
• develop a national incentive framework with the
states to incentivise reform of state planning systems
and boost supply pipelines.
• set red tape reduction targets that understand the
existing burden and costs from regulation, and
introduce rolling targets to reduce them.
• require all states to modernise their strategic
planning documents to reflect the latest population
forecasts from Infrastructure Australia.
• explore the use of government guarantees to roll out
the successful Keystart model in Western Australia
across other jurisdictions to help new market
entrants.
• re-introduce the Housing Supply Council to measure,
monitor and make recommendations on market
performance.
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THE PLAN
Addressing housing affordability requires a well
thought out plan, not quick fixes.
This Ten-Point Plan does just that and will make
significant inroads in addressing the housing
affordability challenge.
1. Provide housing supply, diversity and choice
for our growing population.
a. Develop long term planning strategies
with clear housing targets that are
measured and met
b. Zone land for housing and urban renewal
c. Ensure council planning controls actively
provide supply and choice
d. Depoliticise decision making on
development proposals
2. Measure the regulatory cost of housing
production – and set clear targets to reduce
the cost of new housing.
3. Use competition policy payments to ensure
states and territories fix their planning
systems, cut red tape and reduce housing
costs.
4. Bridge the deposit gap – look at incentives
on entry-level purchases and support a rollout of the successful WA Key Start scheme to
other states.
5. Remove barriers to downsizing.
a. Pension asset test
b. Create the supply
c. Stamp duty incentive
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6. Support the rental market – don’t play with
negative gearing and use market solutions
for affordable rental housing.
7. Support innovative approaches to creating
more affordable rental product.
a. Support institutional investment into the
long-term rental market to build scale and
professionalism in the sector.
b. Leverage the Government’s balance sheet
to provide bonds to affordable housing
providers.
8. Better connect housing with jobs, transport
and services – location matters.
9. Phase out stamp duty to get more turnover in
the market.
10. Bring back the Housing Supply Council to
measure market performance.
This Ten-Point Plan lays out concrete action to
put in place a mix of supply and demand side
solutions –to allow people to make the housing
choice that suits their needs regardless of
whether it involves renting, ownership or having
options as they age.

ABOUT THE PROPERTY COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA
Property is the nation’s biggest industry –
representing one-ninth of Australia’s GDP and
employing more than 1.1 million Australians.
Our members are the nation’s major investors,
owners, managers and developers of properties
of all asset classes. They create landmark
projects, environments and communities where
people can live, wok, shop and play.
The property industry shapes the future of
our cities and has a deep long-term interest
in seeing them prosper as productive and
sustainable places.
That is why the Property Council has
commissioned research and championed ideas
to improve housing affordability including:
• producing regular scorecards and
recommendations on the best ways to
improve the performance of planning systems
in the states and territories

• quantifying the rising burden from stamp
duty, and recommending reforms to the tax
system that would eliminate a high hurdle to
home ownership, as well as any drag on the
economy
• crafting a framework for the application of
national competition policy style principles to
fix housing markets and planning systems
• studying the fees, charges and infrastructure
taxes that progressively add to the cost of new
housing in Australia
• exploring new models to bring institutional
scale capital into the affordable rental market
• using CityDeals as a vehicle to engender
economic growth, improve strategic planning
and infrastructure choices, and boost housing
supply.

All these reports and more can be obtained via www.propertycouncil.com.au or contacting:
Ken Morrison
Chief Executive
kmorrison@propertycouncil.com.au
02 9033 1926

Glenn Byres
Chief of Policy and Housing
gbyres@propertycouncil.com.au
02 9033 1928

The Housing Affordability Report 2016 by CoreLogic can be obtained via
www.corelogic.com.au or contacting:
Tim Lawless
Research Director, Asia Pacific
tim.lawless@corelogic.com.au
07 3114 9857
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